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COMPLEX GEOMETRY AND THE ASYMPTOTICS

OF HARISH-CHANDRA MODULES

FOR REAL REDUCTIVE LIE GROUPS. I

LUIS G. CASIAN AND DAVID H. COLLINGWOOD

Abstract. Let G be a connected semisimple real matrix group. It is now apparent

that the representation theory of G is intimately connected with the complex

geometry of the flag variety SS. By studying appropriate orbit structures on 3S, we

are naturally led to representation theory in the category of Harish-Chandra

modules 3tC&, or the representation theory of category <S'. The Jacquet functor J:

3>fS-* 0' has proved a useful tool in converting "3tf<€ problems" into "C

problems," which are often more tractable. In this paper, we advance the philosophy

that the complex geometry of 88, associated to JP'S and 0', interacts in a natural

way with the functor J, leading to deep new information on the structure of Jacquet

modules. This, in turn, gives new insight into the structure of certain nilpotent

cohomology groups associated to Harish-Chandra modules. Our techniques are

based upon many of the ideas present in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig

conjectures and Bernstein's proof of the Jantzen conjecture.

1. Introduction. Let GR be a connected semisimple real matrix group. Through the

pioneering work of several people, it has now become apparent that the representa-

tion theory of GR is intimately connected with the complex geometry of the flag

variety 3). By studing appropriate orbit structures on 38, we are naturally led to

representation theory in the category of Harish-Chandra modules 3^%', or the

representation theory of category 6'. As a testament to this approach, the Kazhdan-

Lusztig conjectures for Jf # and &' have now been proved. On the other hand,

holding to a more classical mindset, we have the Jacquet functor J: 3%"€ ̂ > &'. This

functor has proved a useful tool in converting "3tf"& problems" into "&' problems,"

which are often more tractable. Unfortunately, the full potential of this "trans-

ference philosophy" has yet to be fully realized, mainly due to the notoriously

obscure g-module structure of Jacquet modules J(X), X e jffg. In this paper, we

advance the philosophy that the complex geometry of 88, associated to Jf # and &',

interacts in a natural way with the functor J, leading to new information on the

structure of Jacquet modules. Our starting point is the fundamental concept of a

geometric Jacquet functor, denoted /geo. Such a functor encapsulates the essential

properties of the usual Jacquet functor, but naturally extends to a Hecke algebra

map between the Hecke modules attached to Jf ^ and 0'. (This is just a combina-

torial way of saying that J "intertwines" the 88 geometry attached to 3tf <€ and 0'.)

Given any irreducible Harish-Chandra module m, we have a natural g-filtration of
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Jgeoi™) Dv weights (of Frobenius), which we conjecture to correspond to a g-filtra-

tion of /(t?) having semisimple subquotients.1

Our main results are threefold: (i) we establish the computability of a weight

filtration on Jgeo(^) and show it is independent of the geometric Jacquet functor

chosen; (ii) we establish the existence of a geometric Jacquet functor; and (iii) we

verify the conjectural correspondence in a large number of cases (cf. footnote 1). Our

work relies heavily on the work of Lusztig-Vogan and Vogan on the Kazhdan-Lusz-

tig conjectures, together with results of Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne, and Gabber on

perverse sheaves and the philosophy of "going to positive characteristic." The paper

concludes by remarking on an application to the computation of higher n-homology

groups.

In more detail, we fix, once and for all, a reductive affine algebraic group G over

R (R the field of real numbers). We look at G as the set of zeros in GL(n, C) of a

finite set of polynomials in the matrix entries with real coefficients. Assume G R has

finite index in the set of real points of G. Then GR is a "real reductive group," in the

sense of [36]. Fix a maximal compact subgroup KR with complexification K. Let

B = HmN be an "Iwasawa Borel subgroup" of G, with TV the nilradical and //„, R a

maximally split f?-stable Cartan subgroup; 6 is the Cartan involution attached to K.

Denoting by g the complexified Lie algebra of GR, we define 88 to be the variety

of all Borel subalgebras of g (the usual flag variety). The groups K and TV both act

on 88 in a natural way, with finitely many orbits. Fix, once and for all, a

finite-dimensional irreducible representation F of GR. We introduce Jf^- and 0'F

to consist of modules in 3%"$ and 0' with the same infinitesimal character as F;

here 0' consists of the b-finite finitely generated U(g)-modules. Let H = K or TV

and define

i{y,0):     0 is an //-orbit on 88 and y is )

@>h = { an //-homogeneous line bundle / •

I on 0 with flat connection /

Given y = (y, 0) £ 3iH, we have a good notion of locally constant section, thus

allowing us to identify y with the sheaf of locally constant sections of y. Each

y e 3)H has a " size," given by its length

/(y) = dimension 0.

The following result is well known (cf. [1, 24, 32]).

(1.1) Proposition. The set of irreducible representations in 3#"$F (resp. 0'F) is in

one-to-one correspondence with the set 8/1K (resp. 3)N).

Given y e 3>K, we may associate a standard induced from discrete series represen-

tation vr(y) and its unique irreducible quotient w(y) [32]. The set 2>N may be

identified with the Weyl group W oi (G, B), and in this sense each w e S)N may be

associated with a Verma module Mw and its unique irreducible quotient Lw. Here

we follow the conventions of [23]; in particular, Me = Le and MWq contains F as a

quotient, where w0 = long element of W.

'A variation of the conjecture is proved in [38]; see "note added in proof.
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Referring to §2 for appropriate definitions, we define a geometric Jacquet functor

to be an exact covariant functor Jgeo: Jff"£F -» 0F, which induces a Z[q1/2,q'1/2]-

module map between the Hecke modules,

Jgeo:  -^K^-^N'

commuting with the action of the Hecke algebra 3tC. Each if(y), ye @K, will

correspond to a "self-dual" element C &JtK. (Roughly speaking, Cy is given by

the Kazhdan-Lusztig character formula for vr(y), without appropriate +l's inserted,

see §2.) We ask additionally that certain weight filtration data attached to Jgeo(Cy)

corresponds to a g-module filtration of Jgeo('rr(y)) with semisimple subquotients.

(This is slightly imprecise, but suitable for introductory purposes. See §2 for the

complete formulation.) If we set q = 1, then for H = K or TV, JtH becomes the

Grothendieck group K(( ■ ■ ■ )F) and Jgeo becomes a map of characters which com-

mutes with the coherent continuation action of W. In this sense, Jgeo is a "^-defor-

mation" of the usual Jacquet functor (2.9). Our first main result is

(1.2) Theorem. //yG &K, then Jgeo(Cy) is computable as an element of JtN, via

an algorithm. The computation is independent of the geometric Jacquet functor chosen.

Moreover,  in the sense of Osborne's formula, we have 0(w(y)) = Q(J(irJ(y))) =

@(^eo(^(Y)))-

The proof of (1.2) depends entirely upon the combinatorial considerations of

Lusztig-Vogan [24] and Vogan [32], concerning the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures.

Defining q'/2 (i e Z) to be weights, (1.2) is taken to say that the weight filtration

data of Jgeo(CY) is computable (which by definition corresponds to a g-filtration

with semisimple subquotients of Jgeo(if(y))). This "weight terminology" is motivated

by our discussion below, concerning Gabber's filtration of mixed perverse sheaves

by "weights of Frobenius." It is only fair to remark that (1.2) heavily depends upon

deep results from geometry; specifically, Gabber's generalization of Deligne's proof

of the Weil conjectures [24].

Up to this point, geometry has not entered our discussion in a direct way.

However, to establish the existence of a geometric Jacquet functor, our viewpoint

must change. The main result of §3 is

(1.3) Theorem. There exists a geometric Jacquet functor J

The proof of (1.3) is accomplished using the philosophy of "going to positive

characteristic," and we will now proceed to sketch the relevant points. The key idea

is to introduce the notion of a mixed Jacquet functor JmiK. Such a functor is defined

between ^-analogues 3Wqmix and 0qmix, of Jf<tfF and 0'F, respectively. Here, q

will be almost any prime power and the objects in J^^q^a and 0' mix are certain

mixed perverse sheaves of Q, vector spaces over 86q, the flag variety over k . (Here,

kq is an algebraic closure of the finite field F .) By going to positive characteristic,

the action of the Frobenius map may be encapsulated in the notion of a "mixed

category" and we have Gabber's filtration of any such mixed perverse sheaf F\ by
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weights of Frobenius, corresponding to a filtration whose subquotients are semisim-

ple and "pure of some weight i." The upshot is a diagram of the sort shown in

Figure 1.

^,m,x-~-*f*F

induces

''mix I      geo

0'   T   ->0'
<?,mix F

(almost all prime powers q)

Figure 1

Here, the horizontal equivalences of categories proceed through the Riemann-

Hilbert correspondence and the Beilinson-Bernstein localization theory. We may then

induce a functor /geo: 3tf"gF -» 0'F which fairly easily has most of the required

properties of Jgeo.

At this point, it is useful to recall that a crucial property of the usual Jacquet

functor J is the fact that it commutes with the operation of tensoring by finite-

dimensional modules [18]. For this reason, the definition of the functor Jmix is

modeled on that of Jgeo, except that the property of commuting with the Hecke

algebra action is replaced by a requirement that Jmix commute with the "geometric

analogue of Ua," denoted Ua. (Since we work in categories of fixed infinitesimal

character, this is the appropriate analogue to tensoring by finite-dimensional mod-

ules, hence the "right" generalization of J.) Extending JmbL to the Grothendieck

groups

*(^>n,ix)3^K    and    K(0q<mix)oJtN

for almost all q, we will be able to induce a Z[ql/2, <7~1/2]-linear map Jgeo:

JtK -» JtN. The work in Lusztig-Vogan [24] tells us that the commutation of Jmix

with Ua must force Jgeo to be a Hecke algebra map.

In effect, this all shows that (1.3) will follow from the existence of a mixed Jacquet

functor Jmix. This is established using the local geometry of the Schubert cells in 88

and the " vanishing cycles construction" of [2].

At this point, we have the existence and "uniqueness" of a geometric Jacquet

functor. Furthermore, Jgeo encapsulates all the salient properties of J, plus Jgeo

carries a natural g-filtration with semisimple subquotients. This naturally leads one

to the following conjecture; see "note added in proof."

(1.4) Conjecture. The weight filtration data of Jgeo(Cr) corresponds to a q-f"titra-

tion of J(iri(y)) with semisimple subquotients.

Before remarking on the validity of (1.4), it is worthwhile to motivate the

importance of such a result. To this end, recall that [18]

(1.5) Ht(ri,X) = Ht(n,J(X)),
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X&3#"£F and Ft corresponding to 0(N). The explicit computation of higher

n-homology for Harish-Chandra modules is unknown, and (1.5) leads to a category

0' approach to the problem. Assuming (1.4) is valid, we immediately glean new

information on //0(n,w(y)), y e S>K. Specifically, any Lv in the socle of J(jf(y))

will contribute to //0(n, ■rr(y)); this uses the so-called "self-duality" property of [18].

By Frobenius reciprocity [5], this leads to new information on the structure of

principal series representations. Recall that certain pieces of Z/0(n,7r(y))—the

leading exponents—are known. The exponents described above are the opposite of

leading, i.e., they are buried exponents. The leading exponents are typically attached

to the middle level of J(w(y)) in (1.4). (These ideas are further developed in [39].)

As a second application, recall [35] that any L in the socle of /(w(y)) will define

the same primitive ideal, i.e., Ann Ly = Annw(y). Assuming (1.4), we are led to an

algorithm for computing the primitive ideals attached to Harish-Chandra modules.

These ideas may be useful in the problem of describing the primitive ideals in some

combinatorially uncluttered form.

Our efforts toward (1.4) are less than complete, but sufficient to suggest its

validity. §4 will establish (a strengthened form of) the conjecture in the case of

R-rank one and we remark on two R-rank two examples, each of which illustrates

the rather delicate nature of our problem. Our methods are very technical, involving

case-by-case analysis.

Finally, §5 contains an application of our results to the computation of higher

n-homology. Our example offers a dramatic illustration of the massive cancellation

inherent in the Osborne character formula.

In closing, we should point out that many of the results and constructions in this

paper were motivated by the situation in SL2R. For this reason, the reader is

strongly urged to frequently consult the examples (2.11) and (3.34).

Acknowledgments. We are both grateful to H. Hecht and D. Vogan for stirring

our initial interest in the structure of Jacquet modules. We also wish to thank P.

Deligne for useful discussions on the results of [2]. This work was carried out during

the first author's stay at The Institute for Advanced Study, and he wishes to

acknowledge gratefully their support. We are also grateful to the referee for his

detailed comments on the manuscript.

2. Geometric Jacquet functors: combinatorial aspects. We recall all the notation of

the Introduction: GR, G, KR, K, B = HmN, etc. Additionally, PmR =

Mm RAm RNm R is a compatible minimal parabolic subgroup of GR, i.e., B c Pm.

Write GR for the identity component of GR, g0 = Lie(GR), and g for its complexi-

fication; similar notation is used throughout.

Within the category of finite length ll(g)-modules, we will be interested in two

subcategories. By a Harish-Chandra module for GR, we shall mean a module Kover

the universal enveloping algebra 11(g), together with an action of KR, such that: (a)

the representation of KR is an algebraic direct sum of irreducible finite-dimensional

continuous representations, each isomorphism class occurring with finite multiplic-

ity; (b) the representation of f as a subalgebra of g coincides with the complexified
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differential of the KR action; (c) for any le 11(g), k e KR, and v e V, Ad k ■ X ■

v = k ■ X ■ k~l ■ v; and (d) V has finite length as a U(g)-module. We put

(2.1) Jf # = category of Harish-Chandra modules,

0' = the category of finitely generated U(g)-modules

(2.2) V, which are b-finite; i.e., every v g V lies

in a finite-dimensional b-invariant subspace.

(2.3) Remarks, (i) Any finite-dimensional KR module extends to a module for K;

in this sense, Harish-Chandra modules are (g, K) modules.

(ii) The category 0' is in analogy with the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand category 0,

but slightly "larger." The point is that we do not demand bm acts semisimply. Both

categories 0 and 0' contain the Verma modules and their unique irreducible

quotients; the latter forming a basis for both Grothendieck groups K(0) and K(0').

The category 0' carries a natural duality functor, denoted ( • • • )T, as defined in [11

or 18]. This is an exact contravariant functor, and LT = L for any irreducible

L g 0'. If 7 g 0' has the property that YT s Y, we call Yself-dual.

We denote by 0 the set of roots of bm in g, and we denote by <J>+ the positive

root system determined by B. Let W denote the Weyl group of $,/(••• ) the length

function on W (relative to $+), and let S denote the simple root reflections; we will

often identify S with the simple $+ roots, in the obvious manner. From the

Introduction, recall our categories 3%"$F and 0F.

The Hecke modules. Various " Hecke terminology" is central to all that will follow.

Consequently, we give fairly complete definitions. To begin with, consider the

Coxeter pair (W, S) and recall that W is generated by S, subject to the relations:

s2 = l,       s^S,

ss'ss' ■ ■ ■ ss' = s'ss's ■ ■ ■ s's,,        s, s' g S;

n(s,s') factors       n(s',s) factors

here, n(s, s') is a symmetric function on S X S taking value 1 (if s = s'), 2 (if s and

s' commute), 3, 4, or 6. The Hecke algebra 3tC of W is the free Z[q1/2,q~l/2] algebra

with unit, generated by the elements {Ts: s G S}, subject to the relations:

(7; + 1)(TS - q) = 0,        s<eS,

TSTS,TSTS> ■ • • TSTS, = TS,TSTS,TS- ■ ■ TS,TS,       s,s'&S.

n(s,s') factors n(s',s) factors

If w G W, choose a reduced expression w = sxs2 ■ ■ ■ sr, st g S. Then the element

Tw = TSTS ■ ■ ■ Ts g 3tf is independent of the reduced expression. Moreover, Jf is

a free Z[q1/2, <7~1/2]-module with basis {Tw: w g W).

Let H = K or TV and recall the sets 3>H of the Introduction; these sets parame-

trize a basis for K(Jd"^F) and K(0'F). Let JtH be the free Z[^r1/2,<7"1/2]-module

with basis 2H. We refer to Jt H as the Hecke module attached to 3>H.

(2.4) Lemma. Using [24 and 32], it is possible to define an action of 3? on JtK and

JtN.
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(2.5) Remarks. The exact formulas used to define the Hecke algebra action in

(2.4) are somewhat tedious to write out explicitly. To define the action of Ts on JtK,

we must consider the "type of simple root s," in the sense of its being compact, real,

complex, etc. It is best to think of these formulas as g-deformations of the coherent

continuation action of W on the standard modules [32, 33]. Roughly speaking,

Ts + 1 corresponds to the {^-construction of [30-34], upon setting q = 1.

The next theorem is at the heart of the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures.

Again, H = K or TV. The set S)H carries an order relation < , the Bruhat border;

we refer the reader to [24 or 32] for a definition. In the case of H = TV, < is just the

Bruhat order.

(2.6) Theorem (Lusztig - Vogan [24, 32]). There exists a unique Z-linear map D:

Jt H —> Jt H, subject to the following conditions:

(a) D(qm) = q~lD(m), m G JtH,

(b) D((TS + \)m) = q~\Ts + l)D(m), m G JtH, s G S,

(c) // 8 g 2)H, then D(8) = q~w[8 + Zy<sRyiS(q)y], where RyS are compu-

table polynomials in q of degree at most 1(8) — l(y).

Moreover, given 8 e 3>H, there exists a unique element

subject to the conditions

(d) D(CS) = q-^Cs,

(e) Ps,s « 1,
(f) if y =£ 8, then Py s is a computable polynomial in q of degree at most

(1(8) - l(y) - l)/2.

(2.7) Remarks, (i) We refer to the map D of (2.6) as duality. Loosely speaking, the

first part of (2.6) tells us how duality acts on the standard representations, while the

second part concerns the action of D on the " irreducibles."

(ii) The elements Q of (2.6) are best thought of as the irreducible characters. This

is not quite true, since the sum defining Q would need to involve (-1)/<S)~'<'>').

Condition (d) in (2.6) tells us that Q is "almost" a self-dual basis for JtH. Indeed,

we set

Q = <r'(S)/2QG^„.

Then (Q: 8 G @H) forms a self-dual basis for JtH. As noted in the Introduction, if

H = N, then we identify 2)H with W and hence are led to Cw and Cw.

We adopt the viewpoint that JtN is a ^-deformation of K(0'F). This leads to a

notion of "weighted characters," as follows: Let X G JtN and write

x = Y,Pw{<l)Cw       (fmite sum),
W

with pw{q) ^ Z[<?1/2, q~l/2\ Regroup coefficients to find iV e N, so that

*= eWe^a.).
s-V-'

xn
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with aw    g Z. We refer to Xn as the level of weight n/2. The weight filtration data

of X is the data:

(2 8) leVelS'        X'N <X-»+i<  " "  < X"-i < X*>

{  ' ' weights:     -TV/2 < -TV + 1/2 <  • ■ •  < TV - 1/2 < TV/2.

Alternatively, we may represent this by

XN        I N/2

XN-i N - 1/2

X.N + l -N + 1/2

X.N       I -N/2
weights

We encourage the reader to think of (2.8) as a ^-deformation of the notion of "socle

filtration" for objects in category 0F.

Geometric Jacquet functors. We are now ready to define the central objects of

study in this paper. To orient the reader, it is fruitful to recall the (classical) Jacquet

functor J: 3e^F^ 0'F,

(2-9) J{X) = (Km{X/rik-X))am^.

We now review five important properties of J.

Property #1. J is an exact covariant functor from Jt"$F into 0'F. For a

discussion of this result, see [5, 18, 28, or 37].

Property #2. J commutes with the coherent continuation action. Recalling the

<pa,^a functors of [31], we formally have

J(sa ■ X) = J(<pJaX -X)= J(<pJaX) - J(X)

= <pJ,J(X)-J(X) = sa-J(X),        *<=.*%,.

The crucial fact is that J commutes with tensoring by finite-dimensional modules

[18, 37].
Property #3. J commutes with the duality (• ■ ■ )T of (2.3)(ii). This result is

established in [18]. Its proof strongly depends upon the fact that J(X) may be

explicitly constructed from the asymptotic expansions of matrix coefficients (cf. [18]

for the definition of ( • • • )Ton SftfF).

Property #4. J satisfies a support condition. More precisely, if J(Tf(y)) = Lw

+ • ■ • +LW in K(0'F), then l(wt) < l(y), 1 < / < n. This may be seen from

Property #2 and the fact that 0(w(y)) = Q(J(:r?(y))), on some appropriate set (as

follows from the Osborne conjecture [17]). This kind of condition was weakly

exploited by Schmid in [28].

Property #5. /(•••) contains the finite-dimensional module F (in K(0')) exactly

once in the largest growth situation. This is an easy consequence of the proof of

Langlands' classification and Hecht's definition of largest growth representations in

[16].
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Our definition of a geometric Jacquet functor aims to g-deform Properties # 1-

#5. Precisely,

(2.10) Definition. A geometric Jacquet functor Jgeo for GR is a functor

/geo: J4f <€F -* 0F, satisfying the following five axioms:

(Gl) (Exactness axiom). Jgeo is an exact covariant functor.

(G2) (Coherence axiom). Jgeo induces a Z[<?1/2, g~1/2]-linear map, denoted

Jgeo:  JtK^JtN,

which commutes with the action of the Hecke algebra 3tC. Moreover, to each

y g 3)K, Jgeo('tf(y)) is endowed with a g-module filtration Ex c E2a ■ ■ ■ c EM

with semisimple subquotients Ei+l/Et, corresponding to the respective levels of the

weight filtration data for Jgeo(Cy).

(G3) (Duality axiom). Jgeocommutes with D.

(G4) (Support condition). Let ye9s and assume Cw, w g 3)n, occurs in Jgeo(Cr).

Then l(w) < l(y).

(G5) (Largest growth axiom). Let y G 3lK be attached to the open A"-orbit in the

flag variety 88. Then the finite-dimensional module F occurs exactly once in the

weight filtration data for Jgeo(CY). Moreover, it occurs precisely in the zero weight

level: Jgeo(Cy) = C„o + Lw<Wopw(q)Cw.

(2.11) An example. To fully orient the reader, we now describe in full detail the

case of GR = SL2R. In this case, «=P' = CU {oo}. Identify SL2R = SU(1,1);

then K consists of diagonal matrices (z0 °z-i ), z G C. The AT-action on 88 is given by

(o    °z-i)'y = z2y'       'eC,yeCU{*>}.

Thus, 88 has three A"-orbits: {0}, {oo}, and Cx = the open A"-orbit. The isotropy

groups Kx for x in one of the three orbits are K, K, and {+ /}, respectively. The set

3>K contains four elements: the constant sheaves on the orbits and a "mobius band"

coming from the double cover of Cx. From (1.1), each of these elements may be

identified with a standard representation: 8 + = principal series which has F as a

quotient (corresponds to the trivial sheaf on Cx); 8 = irreducible principal series

(corresponds to the "mobius band" on the open orbit); 8h = a holomorphic discrete

series (corresponds to the constant sheaf on {0}); and 8a = an antiholomorphic

discrete series (corresponds to the constant sheaf on {oo}). Notice that 1(8 + ) =

l(S_)■» 1 and l(8h) - /(*.) = 0.
In a similar way, one can identify @>N with a two-element set: 8S = Verma module

with F as a quotient (corresponds to the open TV-orbit in 88) and 8e = an irreducible

Verma module (corresponds to the closed TV-orbit). Furthermore, we have 1(8s) = 1

and l(8e) = 0.

We now assume that a geometric Jacquet functor J exists for GR = SL2R (as

will be verified in §3). Let us illustrate how to compute the weight filtration data for

•WAs)- Begin by setting

(2.12) Jgeo(Q ) = aCs + bCe,
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where a, b g Z[q1/2,q-1/2]; we are identifying s <-> 8S, e <-> 8e, and W = {e,s}.

From [23, 24, and 32],

(a)     (Ts+l)-8_=0,

(2-13) (b)     (Ts + l)-Cs = (l + q)Cs,

(c)     (Ts+l)-Ce=Cs.

Combining (2.12), (2.13), and (2.10)(G2), we find

o = Jgeo((7; + i)-8_) = (ri + i)jgeo(Q_)

= (Ts + 1)« + bCe) =(a + aq + b)Cs.

This forces b = -(1 + q)a and so

JgJCs) = a(Cs-(l+q)Ce).

Since 5_ is a largest growth representation [16], (2.10)(G5) ensures that a = 1.

Finally,

JgeoCAJ = Jgeo(^1/2Q..) = ^1/2Jgeo(C«-)

This gives weight filtration data:

~c<-     1/2

(2-14) Jgeo(Qj=     Cs 0

~     -1/2

The observation to be made is that (2.14) will correspond to the socle filtration of

J(tt(8_)). Precisely, as is described in [18], we have

j(7f(8_))=LL,

h.
where Le = socle/(7f(S_)), Ls = socle(/(w(8_))/Le), Le = top J(-tf(8_)). The cor-

respondence can be made even more precise by inserting the appropriate ±l's in

Cs . This "match up" was our original motivation for studying geometric Jacquet

functors. For completeness, one can also check that Jgeo(CSh) = Jgeo(Qa) = Ce and

J(7f(8a)) = J(7f(8h)) = Le. This verifies conjecture (1.4), in the case of GR = SL2R.

The uniqueness theorem. We now come to the first main result of the paper. It will

assert that the computation of Jgeo(Q) ^JtN is independent of the geometric

Jacquet functor chosen.

(2.15) Theorem. Fix a geometric Jacquet functor Jgeo for GR, 8 g 3)k, and

Cs g M K. Then there exists an algorithm to compute the weight filtration data of

Jgeo(Q) in JtN. Moreover, this weight filtration data is independent of the choice of

geometric Jacquet functor.
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Note. Keep in mind that we do not yet know any such 7geo exists. This will be

verified in §3. We should also point out that the duality axiom in (2.10) will not

enter into the proof of (2.15), though all the others will. That axiom was included

mainly to emphasize the analogy with the usual Jacquet functor /.

Proof of (2.15). Assume that we can give an algorithm which succeeds to compute

the weight filtraiton of Jgeo(8), 8g% Then, because

ynS

with PyS(q) the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for GR (as in (2.6)), Jgeo(Q) =

£7«:«Py s(?) Jgeo(Y) "vvill be computable. Thus, fix fie\ and write

(2.16) Jgeo(5)=   E   aw(q)Cw,        aw G z\q^2,q^2\.

Our proof is reduced to giving an algorithm for computing the ajs.

Begin by letting w{, i = 1,2,..., m,, be the elements of W of maximal length

occurring in the sum (2.16). Fix a particular w[ and let w = w(i) be of minimal

length such that: If w — sx • • • sr = w0(w{)~1, then

(7; + l)(TS2 + 1) •••(?;+1) ■ Cw{ = aCWo + smaller terms,       a * 0,

II def

A

a g Z[q1/2,q'l/2]. Furthermore, we can (and do) suppose that l(w[) < l(srw{) <

■ ■ ■  < l(ww[) = l(w0) = dimension of the open TV-orbit in J1. Using the formulas in

[23], it will follow that a = 1 and for any other y occurring in (2.16), A ■ C does

not involve Cw . (If it did, then length considerations would force y = w{, for some

j. Then wy = ww[ forces i = j.) By (2.10)(G2),

(2.17) Jgeo(,4 ■ 8) = A • Jgeo(6") = aw{(q)CWa + smaller terms.

By (2.10)(G4),(G5) w will be of minimal length so that A ■ 8 has some constituent(s)

supported on the open orbit. Furthermore, if s = dim 88,

(2.18) A • 8 =      52   ay(?)v   + smaller terms,

with the first sum (the leading term) being computable from Lusztig-Vogan [24] or

Vogan [32]. Combine (2.17), (2.18), and (2.10)(G5) to show

(2-19) aw,(q)=    £   ay(q).
l(y) = s

The argument above applies to each w[ individually, for 1 < j < w,, leading to the

computation of all a„/s, as in (2.19).

Inductively, suppose w'k, 1 < / < mk, are the elements in ^occurring in (2.16) of

length /j - (k - 1); here lx = l(w[), 1 < /' < mv Assume we have computed aw, for

n < k, and fix w(. Let w' G W have minimal length so that: If w' = sx • ■ ■ st, then

(2.20) (rj| + l)(7;2 + l)---(r,/ + l)- Cw, = CWo + smaller terms.

A'
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We have that

(2.21) A'-8=1   £   a'y(q)y\ + smaller terms,
W(Y) = j '

with a'y^Z[q1/2,q-1/2]. Again, [24 or 32] ensure the first term of (2.21) is

computable. Put

(2-22) Jgeo(S) =  £ awfw> + awfwi +    £   aw,Cw,.
n<k r^k

w'k * wl

Let b(q) = coefficient of Cw  in the expression

(2.23) A'( £ aw.c\ = b(q)CWa + smaller terms.
Si<k      "     "'

Notice that b(q) is computable, since we inductively know all aw,, n < k. Combine

(2.21) with (2.10)(G4), (G5) to find a computable a(q), which satisfies

(2.24) Jgeo( A' - 8) = a(q)CWo + smaller terms.

By the choice of A', (2.10)(G2), (2.23), and (2.24), we see

A' ■ Jgeo(s) = A'[ E awfwl) + awJkCw0 + smaller terms

= b(q)CWo + awj(q)CWo + smaller terms

= a(q)CWa + smaller terms = 3geo{A' -8).

The upshot of this computation is the formula

(2-25) awi(q) = a(q)-b(q),

which is computable. Repeat this argument for all w'k, 1 < i < mk, to reach a

formula as in (2.25), thus computing all awi's. By induction, we now have computed

the decomposition in (2.16).

Finally, one should note that the properties needed to compute Jgeo(Q) ^JtN

were axiomatic, so our theorem is proved.    Q.E.D.

In closing, it should be noted that this argument tells us something about the

relationship between the classical Jacquet functor / and 7geo. Precisely,

(2.26) Scholium. We have 0(w(8)) = 0(7(w(S))) = 0(7geo(^(S))), Je^, in

the sense of Osborne's formula [17].

Proof. If we set q = 1 in JtH (H = K, TV), the Hecke algebra action becomes

coherent continuation (cf. [24]) on K(( ■ ■ ■ )H). The proof of (2.15) then shows the

formal characters S(J(if(8))) and &(Jgeo(if(8))) agree as asserted. The final equal-

ity is a consequence of Osborne's conjecture (a theorem of Hecht-Schmid [17]); cf.

[18 or 6, (4.2)].    Q.E.D.

3. Geometric Jacquet functors: geometric aspects. The objective of this section is to

produce an example of a geometric Jacquet functor, having all the essential features

of the usual Jacquet functor / (2.9), and realizing the weight filtration data of §2, as
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a filtration with semisimple subquotients. Our original intention was to give a

geometric construction of the usual J (thus proving conjecture (1.4)). This project is

not accomplished here.2 However, the new object we construct is designed to satisfy

the fundamental properties of J with the hope that these characterize the usual

functor J, in some appropriate sense. Technically, the geometric construction of an

analogue of the Jacquet functor proves the existence of the unique map of Hecke

algebras Jgeo which was "computed" in §2. It also shows that Jgeo commutes with D,

the duality operation. This is because it is induced, in some precise geometric way,

by a functor commuting with Verdier duality, thus completing the proof of Theorem

(1.3).
Our construction of a geometric analogue of the Jacquet functor makes use of the

Beilinson-Bernstein theory, so we have included a brief account of it. Also, the

weight filtration theorem of O. Gabber [2, Theorem 5.3.5] will be crucial; this

generalizes the well-known Decomposition theorem for D-modules.

Beilinson-Bernstein theory. Throughout this section we will have to view an

algebraic variety Y over C as an object endowed with, respectively, three different

structures: 7alg = Y is the algebraic variety of Y with Zariski topology; Yan consists

of the complex points of Y viewed as a complex analytic set, and Eet is Y with its

etale topology [27]. Often we will consider derived categories over 7et, yan, con-

sisting of complexes of sheaves with constructible cohomology. If 77 is an algebraic

map between two varieties, then it^, ir„ etc., will denote the direct image, direct

image with proper supports, etc., as in [2] taken in the derived category, instead of

using the notation Rtt^, Rtt„ etc.

Recall that we are fixing throughout this paper a finite-dimensional representation

F of GR. Let J?F be a homogeneous line bundle over 88A%, realizing F on its global

section (as in the Borel-Weil theorem), 0F the sheaf of sections of =5?F and DF the

sheaf of twisted differential operators on 0F.

We denote by Jt(DF) the category of left Z)r-modules, and by Jt(q)F the

category of g-modules with the same infinitesimal character as F. It should be

remarked that when F is trivial, then DF = Da is the sheaf of differential operators

on 88 with coefficients in the structure sheaf 0a. The theory of D-modules, as it

often appears in the literature, applies to modules over Dm, rather than over its

twisted counterpart DF; for this reason we include the following theorem connecting

Z)F-modules to /^-modules whose proof is left to the reader [26].

(3.1) Theorem. There is an equivalence of categories

(3.2) Jt(Dm)^Jt(DF),        +F(M) = e>FQeaM.

Under the equivalence of (3.1), regular singular holonomic D^-modules corre-

spond to regular singular holonomic A^-modules in the usual sense. Denote by

Jt(DF)RS the category of regular singular DF-modules. From [1] we have the

following theorem which is a crucial step in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig

conjectures.

2See "note added in proof for recent work.
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(3.3) Theorem (Beilinson - Bernstein). There is an equivalence of categories

A:Jt(Q)F^Jt(DF),        A(M) = DF®n(a)M.

Under A, the categories Jt"$F, 0'F become categories of holonomic DF-modules with

regular singularities.

Note that the tensor product DF®U((i)M makes sense because the enveloping

algebra maps into the global sections of DF. The categories in the image of A

obtained from 34f"&F and 0'F will be denoted, respectively, Jif^(DF) and 0'(DF).

Riemann-Hilbert correspondence. From here on, we will be using several versions

of the sets 3>K, 9>N introduced in §1. A new set ^^ew, H = K or TV, will always be

in some canonical bijective correspondence to 2^A, but for convenience both will

simply be denoted by 3)H. Until we say otherwise,

l(0,<e),0\szn //-orbit on 88w,

3>H = I £C is an //-equivariant sheaf of C-vector

(spaces with stalks of dimension one.

Let ^ be the category of sheaves on J1" which are constructible over an

algebraic stratification on 88™ (the strata are algebraic nonsingular varieties).

Denote by £>(#) the derived category of doubly bounded complexes of sheaves on

88** with cohomology in %'. Inside this category there is an abelian subcategory, the

category of perverse sheaves PervC^), consisting of complexes F' of sheaves which

satisfy the perversity conditions:

(PI) JP'F' = 0   for i > 0;

(PII) dim support JfT'(F') < -/;

(PHI) The Verdier dual of F\ denoted DF' satisfies (PI) and (PII).

The objects in Perv(^) all have finite length and the irreducible objects can be

described by very simple conditions [2, p. 112]. Let j£? be a locally constant sheaf

over a nonsingular algebraic subvariety Y of 88™. In [12] Goresky and MacPherson

introduced a complex of sheaves that can be associated to £?. This complex, denoted

IC(£f), lives on all of 8$™ and is characterized by the following properties.

F' = IC(£e) if and only if support F'czY and

(/CI) Jf'F- = 0 for / <£ {; g Z: 0 < -i < dim Y);

(ICll) dim support 3V\F') < -i forO < -i < dimY;

(/CHI) F-\Y=SC[dimY];

(/CIV) DF\ the Verdier dual, satisfies (/CI), (/CII), (/CHI).

(3.4) Theorem [1 and 2, (4.3.1)]. The irreducible objects in Perv('g') are precisely

the intersection cohomology complexes IC(Jif), & a locally constant sheaf over a

nonsingular subvariety Y of 88m.

We introduce some additional notation in preparation for the Riemann-Hilbert

correspondence (3.5). We let

At/1 = The  sheaf of  differential  operators  on   88™   with

holomorphic coefficients (contains Dm),

£2f£ = The right A|n-module consisting of holomorphic forms

of the top degree on 88.
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If M is a /^module, the deRham complex of M is the complex of sheaves on

88™

def L
DR(M) = Q™ 0 M.

Dm

The following is an algebraic version of the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence in [22,

25, and 4, Corollary 4.2.4].

(3.5) Theorem. There is an equivalence of categories

^(A*)RS-Perv(^).

Putting together the equivalence of categories in (3.1), (3.3), and (3.5), plus (3.4),

we find: PervC^) corresponds to certain g-modules of finite length with the same

infinitesimal character as F, and the complexes IC(^f) become irreducible g-mod-

ules. In particular, as in [32 and 1], if JS? is in 3)K, IC(^C) corresponds to an

irreducible in Jif£F; if Jif is in 3)N, then IC(£f) becomes an irreducible in 0'.

These facts are used in the proof of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures in the two

categories [32, 1].

The complexes IC(^C) carry //-actions, with H = K or TV in the following sense:

Let H be a group acting on a variety Y. A perverse sheaf F' on Y has an //-action

(or is //-equivariant) if there is an isomorphism a in the derived category

a: p*F' -» act*F'

with p and act the maps H X Y -> Y given by: p(x, y) = y, act(x, y) = x ■ y. The

only condition on a is that if it is restricted to {e} X Y (e the identity in //), the

new map obtained is the class of the identity from F' to itself. If F' is locally

constant, and Y is an //-orbit, then F' with its //-action is determined by a

finite-dimensional representation of the isotropy group of //, trivial on the corre-

sponding identity component. We let Jt* ^perv, Cperv be the categories of perverse

sheaves on 88™ with a A"-action (respectively TV-action). In particular, the restric-

tions of the complexes in these two categories to the corresponding orbits under K

or TV have cohomology consisting of successive extensions of sheaves in 3)K (or

3>N). As in [1], 3tf"£F (or 0'F) corresponds to the category of (DF, A)-modules (or

(DF, TV)-modules) under localization. Hence we obtain

(3.6) Corollary. There are equivalences of categories

^F«^?perv    and   0'F~0;m.

Reduction to positive characteristic. Let F be the field with q elements, q = pr,

with p a prime number, and let k = kq be an algebraic closure of F . If Y is a

complex variety defined over a finite extension of Q, by certain sets of polynomials

SY (by equations and inequalities), it is possible to obtain a new variety Y over a

field k = kq; this is done by reducing modulo p the coefficients involved in the

polynomials of SY- By this procedure one can obtain, starting from Y, varieties Y
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for all but a finite number of characteristics p, which have similar properties as Y. In

particular, from our group G, we obtain Gq defined over F and

(a) each class of parabolic subgroups in Gq is defined over F (including our fixed

group Bq),

(b) Kq and 6 (the Cartan involution) are defined over F ,

(c) each AT?-orbit on 88q is defined over F ,

(d) each TV -orbit on 88   is defined over F

The Weyl group Wq defined with respect to an F^-split torus in Bq can be

identified to the Weyl group W of G, so we just denote it by W. We also recall our

set S c W of simple reflections.

Let / be a prime number, prime to q. The sets SiK, 3)N now become /7-equi-

variant Q^sheaves over //-orbits on 88q,H = Kq or TV If Fr denotes the Frobenius

morphism, given coordinate-wise by ¥r(x) = xq, Fr gives a homeomorphism in the

etale topology of all our varieties defined over F . We assume that Fr acts trivially on

2K, 8dN; in the sense of [24].

We will now define a ^-analogue of the categories Jffg and 0{,erj, referring to

[2 and 10] for precise definitions. Let $?*€ , 0q be the categories of //-equivariant

perverse Q^sheaves on 88 , H = K or TV Thus we are considering complexes of

sheaves of Qz-vector spaces in the etale topology on 88 satisfying the perversity

conditions (PI), (PII), (PHI), and the //-equivariance guarantees that on the //-orbits,

the cohomology of our complexes consists of sheaves which are successive extensions

of elements in 3)H. By taking into account the action of Fr, we may also consider

mixed versions of these categories: Let ^^,mix, 0'q_m\x be the abelian categories of

Q, -perverse sheaves on 88q with an action of Fr, and which are mixed in the sense

of [10]. The term "mixed" means that the cohomology sheaves over the //-orbits are

successive extensions of locally constant Qrsheaves, where Fr acts by eigenvalues A,

with complex absolute value |A|C g {q'/2: i e Z} over all the points fixed by Fr.

There is a forgetful functor which ignores the Fr actions:

For:    JTV^     -     3tC<€q

0 -»     0'q.mix q

From the comparision theorems in [2, §6], one obtains

(3.7) Theorem. There are equivalences of categories

X<€^*X<eq    and   0^»0q

for all but a finite number of prime numbers p, where q = pr.

Gabber's weight filtration. We recall some definitions from [10]. A complex F' of

Qrsheaves which is mixed is said to satisfy w(F') < / if Jif'(F') is a sheaf where Fr

acts with eigenvalues A of absolute value |A|C < q(, + l)/2 over the points fixed by Fr.

It is said to satisfy u(F') ^ I if ic(DF') ^ -/. And whenever u(F') ^ I and

w(F') ^ /, F' is said to be pure of weight 1/2. For example, all the irreducibles

/C(JS?) of our categories •#"#,<7imix, C\mix are Pure °f a certam weight of the form

qm/2 j2? (5.3.4)]. The following theorem is a particular case of the weight filtration

theorem of O. Gabber [2, (5.3.5)].
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(3.8) Theorem. Let F' be an object of 3Wq.mix or 0q,mix. Then there is an

increasing filtration

0 = FrcFf+1c  •••  cFM = f

which is also increasing in the weights  u(Ft) < i.   The subquotients Fi+l/Fj  are

semisimple and pure of weight (i + l)/2 for i = r,...,m — 1.

A filtration as in (3.8) will be called a weight filtration of F'.

Grothendieck groups. Let ^,?,mix, H = Kq or Nq, be the categories of construct-

ive //-equivariant mixed sheaves on 88q. A typical object in these categories consists

of a pair (F, <E>), with $ the isomorphism defining the action of Fr,

Ft*(F)^*F,

and $ being //-equivariant as in [24, (2.2)].

We now obtain new categories ^H:qtmix, by making certain identifications: Two

objects (F, $j), (F, <I>2) are equivalent if $" = <&" for some n. The isomorphisms in

these categories are maps of //-equivariant /-adic sheaves, compatible with corre-

sponding $" for some n. On the level of Grothendieck groups we have maps

M^^.mix) ZZK{^K,q,mm) ~* K [^K, q ,mix) '

K\®q,rrux) Z^K{<^N.q.wix)  ~* K{^N,q.mix)

with (l) defining an isomorphism given by

[F-]^£(-l)'+/<",o)[^"F-].

The groups KC£H qmix) have the structure of free Z[q1/2, <7"1/2]-modules with a

basis parametrized by S)H. Moreover, they have an additional structure: Denote by

J? the Hecke algebra of §2 specialized to the specific value q. As in [24],

KC&h q mix) becomes an ^-module. We denote by JtH the corresponding Hecke

modules. The action of the operator Ts + \, s a. simple reflection, can be defined

geometrically in a very nice way. Let

be the projection from the flag variety onto the variety (3d/)  of parabolic subgroups

of Gq of type 5. As in [24] we have

(3-9) (rs+l)Y = £(-i)1<(*%Y)].

Let 8, y be in 2H and P s the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials as in §2. Set

ii(y,8) = coefficient of gi/2(/(8)'-/(Y)-i) m ^ g. Recall from [24] the definition of

the T-invariant t(8) and of the set s ■ 8 associated to 5 g Q)h. In §2, the self-dual

elements Q were introduced. From Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3 of [24], we have formulas

for the action of Ts + 1 on Cs:

q-V\Ts + l)Cg =    EQ+Ec(y,«)Cy,    ifs£r(8),
(3.10) s'^s-8 y«s

q-^\Ts + 1)Q = {q^2 + q^2)Cs, if , G r(8).
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Strong coherence and mixed Jacquet functors. One of the important properties of

the usual Jacquet functor J is that it commutes with the functor of tensoring by a

finite-dimensional representation. Since we are working in a context where the

infinitesimal character is fixed, it is natural to study the L^-construction of Vogan

[30]. This is very closely connected with the study of the operator Fs + 1 of the

Hecke algebra, 5 = sa.

Let s g S and define the geometric analogue of Ua,

(3.11) /7a(F-) = ^X(F-[l])®L-1/2,

L = trivial sheaf where Fr acts by q (Tate sheaf). By (3.9), Ua realizes the operator

-q'^HT^ + l).
(3.12) Definition. A functor between derived categories of bounded complexes of

sheaves

■Anix:   ^i^K.q.mix) ~* D\^ N. q.mix)

will be called a mixed Jacquet functor, if it satisfies:

(Ml) (Exactness axiom). Jmix induces an exact functor

■'mix-  •n   %,mix wq.mix'

(M2) (Strong coherence axiom). There is a natural isomorphism in the derived

category

JmJlaF■ * UaJmixF-    for F■ in ^.mix;

(M3) (Duality axiom). There is a natural isomorphism

JmixDF- « DJmixF-   for F' in ^.mix;

(M4) (Support axiom). For any F' in J^'^^mix,

dim support(7mix(F')) < dim support F';

(M5) (Largest growth axiom). If 8 g 2iK is attached to the open A^-orbit, then

Jmix(IC(8)) contains 1q exactly once as subquotient in 0q mix, with weight zero.

We have the following proposition relating mixed Jacquet functors and geometric

Jacquet functors.

(3.13) Proposition. Let Jmix be a mixed Jacquet functor. Then it induces a

geometric Jacquet functor

via the equivalences of (3.6) and (3.7).

Proof. The functor J%eo appears from (3.6) and (3.7). Using that Ua induces

q'1/2(Ts + 1) on the Hecke modules JtK, JtN (for all but a finite number of

characteristics), we satisfy the coherence axiom. A filtration with semisimple subquo-

tients on 7geo(77(6)), 8 g <3K, appears from the weight filtration theorem of Gabber

(3.8) and it is designed to realize the weight filtration data from Jgeo(Q), as in the

definition of a geometric Jacquet functor.    Q.E.D.

(3.14) Conjecture. The usual Jacquet functor defined on Jif^F is induced from a

mixed Jacquet functor.
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From (3.13) it is clear that we have

(3.15) Corollary. Conjecture (3.14) implies Conjecture (1.4).

We now devote our efforts to proving the main theorem of this section.

(3.16) Theorem. There exists a mixed Jacquet functor J^.

Vanishing cycles construction. The main nontrivial ingredient in our construction

of a mixed Jacquet functor Jmix will be the functor of the theory of vanishing cycles

yp of [2, (4.4)]. We give a brief description of its construction over C and refer the

reader to [2] for the changes that have to be made to adapt the construction to the

field kq. In the following we are over Yan.

Let Y be a quasi-projective algebraic variety and /: Y -» A1 a map of algebraic

varieties into the affine line A1. Set tj = A1 - (0), Y = f~l(rj). The functor \p which

will be constructed assigns to F', a perverse sheaf on Y , a new complex of sheaves

over the fiber Ys = /_1(0). Let tj be the universal cover of tj and K = E X tj. We

have projections

p p

Setting F = P+P*F', a new complex on Y  is obtained, which unfortunately does

not have constructible cohomology. Let

j: Y„ -» Y,       i: Ys - Y

be the inclusions. We define the complex

^(F-) = /%(F)[-l].

Over k = k, the only modification is related to the construction of the universal

cover tj of tj, which cannot be carried out in the category of algebraic varieties. It

has been pointed out to the authors by P. Deligne that the construction of \p over C

is compatible with the analogous construction over kq for Qrsheaves, under the

equivalence of categories (3.7), but the proof is delicate and is not in the literature.

We will not use this compatibility. The following theorem is important for our

construction of Jmix.

(3.17) Theorem [2, (4.4)]. Let Y be a quasi-projective algebraic variety over k, f:

Y -» A1 an algebraic map. Let F' be a perverse Qrsheafon Y = /_1(tj). Then

(a) \p(F') is perverse.

(b) There is a natural isomorphism ip(DF') = Dxp(F').

From the definition of \p in terms of i *jm it is easy to verify that

(3.18) Lemma. If F' is a perverse Qrsheaf, then

(3.19) dim support \p (F') < dimsupport(F') - 1.

Proof. We have dim support P*P*(F') =dim support(F') and the support of

i*j*(P*P*F') is inside the boundary of the support of P*P*F' in Y consisting of

various components of smaller dimension.    Q.E.D.
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(3.20) Proposition. Let it: Yl -» Y2 be a map of algebraic varieties over k.

Suppose that /,: E, -> A1, z = 1,2, are algebraic maps such that f2 ° tt = fv Then if i//,

denotes the corresponding vanishing cycles functors, i = 1,2, we have

(a) if 77 is proper, then \p2 ° trt = ir,«^,,

(b) if it is submersive, then tr* ° xp2 — \p1° tr*.

Proof. This is a formal consequence of smooth base change and base change for

proper maps [27, (2.3), (4.1)].

B-orbits. Let B, B* be opposite Borel subgroups in G and consider the B-orbits

on 88; these coincide with TV-orbits on 88:

88y= {gB,g^ByB},        y^W.

It is well known that 88 is isomorphic to TV n yN*y~x, where TV* is the

unipotent group "opposite" to TV. The isomorphism is given by

(3.21) N nyN*y~l -+ 88v,        n^nyB.

We now review the definition of an affine open neighborhood of 88Y inside 88 u,

following [23]. Consider the varieties

av = {gB: gBg'1 is opposed to yB*y~l},        88y = {gB: g G B*yB}.

Then ay n 88 a is an affine open neighborhood of 88v inside 88'a. Moreover there is

an isomorphism

(3.22) »/x(^n'f,)^i.nfl',

(nyB,gB) -> nyB,        n<E N ^yN*y~l.

The varieties 88y and 88^ relate as follows:

(3.23) y <u> (Bruhat order) «* 88w n 88y # 0 .

We will be interested in the particular case w = sy, s g S, l(sy) = l(y) + 1

(/(«) = the length of w). From (3.23), 88y n ^iy = <0-v' n [J"v U ^J(J which is

irreducible of dimension one. Let Ns c B,N* c B* be the two root groups associ-

ated to 5. We have

(3.24) Lemma. Ifl(sy) = l(y) + 1, vwf«.y e IE, j g 5, r«e«

TV/ « J"*' n #,„ = J1-1' Pi [#„ U 38sv],        n -> nyB.

Proof. Clearly TV/^B is contained in a variety isomorphic to P1, which is the flag

variety of a copy of SL2 generated by TV^ and N*; namely N*yB U {syB}. But

syB £ 88y, and the map N* -+ 88y n 88SY has to be surjective because 88y n 88SY is

irreducible of dimension one.   Q.E.D.

(3.25) Corollary. There is an affine neighborhood of 88' inside 88r U 88sy (where

l(sy) = l(y) + 1) of the form

{88y U 88sy) n ay « J1,, X A1.
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Proof. This follows from the isomorphism in (3.22) and (3.24), noting that the

image in (3.22) lies in (88v U 88sv) n ay.   Q.E.D.

Construction ofJmix. We now work over k = kq. We have Nq ~ 88Wa, w0 the longest

element in (W, S). Consider the maps

TV? X 88q^> 88q,       Pr(tt,x) = ;c,

NqX 88q-> NqX 88q,       <p(u,x) = (u,u ■ x).

If F" is in 3?"$qMx, the new sheaf Pr*(F") = 1„BF has an TV-action. Let A be

the new TV^-action on Nq X 88q given by A(n)(u, x) = (n ■ u,n ■ x), the "diagonal

TV-action" on TV^ x 88 . The complex of sheaves tpi(1(Pr*(F')) acquires in this way a

A(TV)-action (see Lemma (3.29)). The idea from here on, in order to produce an

object in 0q mix, is to go from the sheaf tp*(Pr*(F')) on TV^ x 88q to a sheaf on

{e}x88q (e G TV^ the identity) passing through the intermediate stages TV^ n

yN*y~l X38q~ (88y)q X 88q. We define

(3.26) JmixAF') = <P*Pr*(F')[dimTV] ® L^"/2,

L = Tate sheaf (Fr acts by the scalar q). Let w0 g W be, as before, the longest

element of (W, S) and w0 = sl • • ■ sk a. reduced expression.

Assume inductively that Jmix r is defined on

{^sy)qX®<r y = Sr+1--- S1WQ,S = Sr+1.

We consider the neighborhood of 88\. of the form 88y X A1 inside 88v U 88sv as in

(3.25). This gives a projection

/:(f^x^xAUA>

and it can be assumed that /_1(0) = (88v)q X 88q. This defines the functor of

vanishing cycles \p = \pf, and we set

^mix.r+l(^') =t(jmix,r{F "l/->(,)))-

The complex of sheaves needed is

def

(3.27) jmx(n = jmix.dimN(n

which lives on {e} x88q~ 88q.

(3.28) Remark. The composition factors of Jmix(F') (moreover its weight filtra-

tion!) turn out to be independent of the choice of the reduced expression of w0,

which was used to "descend" from Nq X 88   to 88q in the construction.

We invite the interested reader to consider the cases GR = SL2R and GR = SL2C,

where one can see directly how the A-orbits " break down" into TV-orbits, which give

the support of the corresponding Jacquet modules. These two simple cases motivated

our construction; also see (3.34) below.

We have

(3.29) Lemma. The functor J'mix defined by (3.27) determines an exact functor

•'mix-   •**"q,mix *~*  ^q.mix-
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Proof. Three essential things need to be shown:

(1) ymix lands in the category of mixed complexes.

(2) Jmix(f") is perverse if F' is in Jf Vqmix.

(3) Jmix(F') carries an TV?-action, if F' is in Jf # mix.

Proof of (1). Apply [10, (6.1.11) and (6.1.13)].

Proof of (2). We show that Jmix<r(F') is perverse by induction on r. For r = 0,

Jmix.r(F') = (p»Pr*(F*)[dimTV]<8 L~dimN/2 satisfies the perversity conditions (PI)

and (PII), as can be seen directly. The condition (PHI) is a consequence of

•Anix,o^) = ^mix,o> which in turn follows from (p+ = tp, = Dtp*/) and Pr! =

Pr*[2dimTV] <8 L~&mN = DPr*D. We now assume the perversity of Jmixr(P'l to

obtain that Jmix,r+i(F') is perverse (by (3.17)), since

■/mix,,, l(f) = ^(jmx. r(F') I ,-<„)).

Proof of (3). We have two actions of TV? on Nq X 98 that we want to consider:

the "straight" TV^-action given by n ■ (x, y) = (n ■ x, y); and the "diagonal" action,

given by A(n)(x, y) = (n ■ x, n ■ y). Similarly, we have two actions at each of

the intermediate stages (88y)q X 88q. Consider the maps Nqx Nqx 88q^> Nq

X88q, given by p(x, y,z) = (y,z), act(x, y, z) = (x ■ y, z), and actA(*, y, z) =

(x ■ y, x ■ z). The sheaf Pr*(F') = lN E2 F" has a "straight" TV^-action: There is an

isomorphism

a: p*(lNii B F') -» act*(lA/ B F')

which restricted to {e} X Nqx 88q (e the identify of TV^) is the identity between

lN B F" and itself. We use that <p_1 °actA = act°(l X <p_1), with (1 X cp)(x, y, z) =

(x, y, y ■ z), to write actA(tp+Pr*F') ~ (1 X (p-1)*act*(Pr*F"). Then, the isomor-

phism a gives an isomorphism

(1 X <p-1)*p*Pr*F-^ (1 X <p"1)*act*Pr*F';

but p °(1 X <p_1) = cp"1 o /? => />*<p* = (1 X <p-1)*/?* and we obtain an isomorphism:

/'*(-/mIx,o(^,))-act2:(ymix,0(F-))

defining a A(TV)-action on /miXi0(F').

By induction, we assume that Jmixr(F') = S' carries a A(TV )-action over (88sy)q

X 88 , y = sr+1 ■ ■ • s^q, s = sr+l. Recall the neighborhood of (88Y)q of the form

(88v)qx\1 inside (88v)q U (88sv)q. As before, we have maps NqX((88v)q\J

(88sy)q) X88q^ ((88y)q U (88sy)q) X 88q, p(n, x) = x, actA(#i, x) = A(n) ■ x. By

induction, there is an isomorphism

a': p*(S')-* actt(S-)

which restricts to the identity between S' and itself on [e] X (88sv) X TV . Let

L = (88v)q X A1 X ^, and L' = actAH^) n P~l(L)- Since L' cz NqX L which maps

onto A1, we obtain a map /': L' -> A1, defining a new vanishing cycles functor ^,

on L'.
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By restricting a' to L', we obtain an isomorphism

a":4>r(pm(S')\c,)-*4>r(aat(s')\Vn).

Let /" be the projection Nqx L -» A1; by restricting /" to p~l(L) or act_1(L), we

obtain two vanishing cycles functors which we simply denote as ipf„. Since \pf

commutes with restriction to open subsets,

*/'(/»*(S')l £;)-*/-(/»•(**) !,->(£,,).

^(act|(S-)|i;) - ^(artilS'lL-m,).

But, by (3.20), and the fact that actA factors as actA = p ° tp', <p'(x,y,z) =

(x, x ■ y, x • z), with p submersive and tp' proper, we obtain

*r(p*(s')\rtL>,)~PV(s'\L,)>

^r(actS(5-)|act-'(/,),, = act^(5-|tJ.

Hence,  we  obtain  an  isomorphism, which  defines  a  "diagonal"  action on

•'mix, r+lK*1   )

«'":^(^(5-|LJ)-act^(5-|LJ).

It remains to prove that a'" is the identity on {e} X (88sy)q X 88q.

Let s: {e} x (88y)q X 88q-* Nqx (88y)q X 38q be the inclusion. Note that p°s

= actA ° s = identity, and we have base-change maps defined as in [27, p. 223], and

a commutative diagram:

*(*y(s'iL,))     «-   sw^'k)

®i i®

*(5*actj(s-|L,))      ^     5*act^(s-|tJ

Here (T) and (2) are in the class of the identity and (4) will be the identity if (3) is

the identity. The map (3) is the identity by the induction hypothesis.

Finally, since the "diagonal" and "usual" actions coincide on {e} x88q, we

obtain the desired TV?-action on Jmix(F')\    Q.E.D.

(3.30) Lemma. For any F' in ^"^imix there is an isomorphism

Jmix(DF-) » DJmiX(F-).

Proof. This follows from (3.17)(b), i.e., the fact that \p commutes with D. All the

shifts in the definition were designed to insure the other functors involved commute

with D.    Q.E.D.

(3.31) Lemma. The functor Jmix constructed above commutes with Ua (s = sa G S).
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Proof. We have a commutative diagram:

Nq X 88 q        *      Nq X 88 q

1 X w, I i 1 X lrs

Nq*(&s)q - NqX88q

Hence (1 X wj^tp* = <p„,(l X tts)*, and by base-change tpt(l X <ns)* = (1 X 77,)*^*.

Thus,

•/mix,o(l  >< <) = (1  >< <)-W

Assume inductively that Jmix r commutes with (1 X tts)* and (1 X 77,)*. Recall that

mix,r+l T^mix.r-

Using that \p commutes with (1 X 77^),,, and (1 X tts)* (because 1 X irs is proper

and submersive), we conclude that Jmix r commutes with (1 X 77,)*, (1 X 77J*. By

setting r = dim 88, we conclude that Jmix commutes with Ua.   Q.E.D.

(3.32) Lemma. The functor Jmix constructed above satisfies the support condition

dim support/mix(F') < dimsupport(F*).

Proof. This is a simple consequence of (3.18), since

dim support >//(ymix ,r(F')) < dim support J^x r(F') - 1

and by induction,

dim support/mixr(F') < dim support F' + dim 88- r.       Q.E.D.

(3.33) Lemma. 77ze functor Jmix satisfies the largest growth axiom, i.e., if F' is

irreducible and attached to an open Kq-orbit, then Jmix(F') contains the trivial Qrsheaf

exactly once as subquotient with weight zero.

Proof. For complex groups (or groups with connected Cartan subgroups), the

only possibility is that F' be a trivial sheaf. By Corollary 2.4 of [15], tp takes a trivial

sheaf to be a trivial sheaf when /, the map which is used to define t//, is submersive.

For the general case, a simple modification of the argument in [15] shows that if K'

is a perverse sheaf which is locally constant with one-dimensional stalks on an open

set, ii(K') will also be locally constant with one-dimensional stalks on a Zariski

open subset. By induction, we obtain that Jmix(F') has to be a trivial sheaf on 88 ,

thus a trivial sheaf arises exactly once as a subquotient and the weight zero

statement follows, from the fact that Jmix(F') is self-dual.    Q.E.D.

(3.34) More on SL2R. We now go back to our example in (2.11), where GR =

SL2R. As before, 5_ is the irreducible principal series, and we have computed

Jgeo(Q )= -q~l/2Ce + q°Cs - ql/2Ce,  corresponding  to  a  weight   filtration  of

■/geoW-))>

Le < Ls < Le.
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We will now show that, in fact, there are nontrivial extensions between consecutive

weight levels. It is convenient to alter the realization GR = SU(1,1) (as in (2.11)), so

that

».-{(J ',)•'«*}"*
inside SL2k. The flag variety is 88  = P1 and the TVa-orbits become {oo}  and

P1 - {oo}. The A"0-orbits are {x}, {y}, and P1 - {x, y], x =h y.

As in the construction of Jmix, we have maps

Pr: NqX P1 -> P1,        (t,z) ->z,

<p: Nq X P1 -> TV X P1,        (r,z) -» (f,z + r).

Recall /mix 0 = tp*Pr*[l] ® L"1/2. Hence i,^ 0 applied to 5a, 8h, 8+, 8_, consists,

respectively, of a local system extended by zero over the varieties

Za = {(t,t + x),tek) for8u,

Zh={(t,t+y),t^k) for8h,

Z = NqX P1 -(ZaU Zj     forS+andS_.

The affine neighborhood of {oo} used to define ip is P1 - {0} and / is given by

t/=(P1-{0})xP1^A1,       (/,z)-»l/r,

so that /-1(0)= oo X P1. This function / defines \p and, as before, 7mjx =

<//(7mix 01 u). The supports for the components of Jmix are then

4mx(«a) ** Z„ O 00 X P1 = {(00,00)},

^mix(«J ** Z, n 00 X P1 = {(CO.CO)},

Jmix(S±) ** % H   00  X P1  =  00   X  P1.

The first two are, of course, the supports of Le = /geo(5a) = /geo(5^); the last one

corresponds to the support of Jgeo(8+) or of Jgeo(8_), which we now study in more

detail. For convenience, we consider everything over C from now on.

Jmixi0(8_) is a nontrivial local system £C over TVa X P1 - (Za U Zh), extended by

zero. Since Zu and Zh meet at (oo, oo), around each point z G oo X P1 - {(oo, oo)},

we can consider the neighborhood

(P1 -{0}) X W « A1 X W

with W a small disc inside P1, z G W. If P: tj -» tj = P1 - {0, oo} is the universal

cover, we obtain

*V«*(*-)[l])z = H'(V x W,P*Sf) = H'(r, X W,C)

(0,        i#0,
\C,        z = 0.
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Over Z„ U Z,, -Anix.o^-) is zero> tnus we obtain P*P*(Jraix0(8-)\u ) is zero on

Za U Zh and so is 3f\j^(8_)\\\) = Jf°i%P*P*(Jmix0(8_) \ \). Hence,

3f°Jmix(8_) is a local system on oo X P1 - {oo, 00} extended to zero. This is the

perverse sheaf associated to the Verma module containing F as a quotient. Hence,

we obtain a nontrivial extension between two of the weight levels, and by duality, we

have nontrivial extensions between all the weight levels. The conclusion is that if Jgeo

is induced from Jmix,

K < Ls < Le

is the socle filtration of Jmix(8_). Note that with our conventions, the irreducible

principal series corresponds to 8_[1] rather than to 8_, and this shifts the answers in

the above calculation.

4. Special cases of the conjecture. Throughout this section, until further notice, GR

will denote a connected simple real rank one matrix group. Our goal is to establish

the following strengthened version of (1.4).

(4.1) Theorem. In the case of R-rank one, the weight filtration of Jgeo(Q)

(8 G 3iK) corresponds to the socle filtration of J (^(8)).

Our proof of (4.1) depends upon case-by-case analysis, corresponding to the

classification of GR, being covered by Spin(«,l), SU(w,l), Sp(«,l), or F4(_20).

Moreover, our argument is in some sense indirect. That is, we will first compute the

weight (Frobenius) filtration of Jgeo(Q), using the algorithm of §2. Next, using

totally different means, we compute the socle filtration J(if(8)). In the end, we

compare our two "lists" and see things match up as asserted.

A certain amount of notation (mainly indexing) is necessary, with which we must

assume full familiarity. These assumptions (with references) are summarized below.

Also, we assume G =t SL2R. This is no loss of generality, in view of the example

discussed in (2.11).

(4.2) Orbit structures. Before proceeding, we need to parametrize 3)K and 3)N.

First, consider the AT-orbits. Since Mm R is connected (G # SL2R!), this is an

infinitesimal problem; i.e., we need to parametrize certain positive root systems for

$ and certain positive root systems for the roots attached to a compact Cartan

subalgebra (if such exists). Recall, GR has a compact Cartan subgroup (equivalently,

GR has a discrete series) if and only if GR =£ Spin(2/z + 1,1) [29]. All such positive

systems are in correspondence with their associated half-sums of positive roots. For

the positive systems attached to $, we use indexing ytJ and for the positive systems

attached to the discrete series, we use y,. The exact indexing is given in [7, 9, or 29],

specific to each case for GR. To each y, -, yk we attach standard representations mti,

77^, and their unique irreducible quotients 77^, Wk.

Next, we need to consider @iN. At this point, it is extremely fruitful to make a

simplifying assumption. Define

category 0'F m = modules in 0F which are pm-finite.
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Then 0'F m is a subcategory of 0F and our functors Jgeo and J actually take values

in here. (The fact that J takes values in here is contained in [5, 28, or 37]. By (2.26),

the same statement holds for J„eo.) This observation is useful in the sense that
def

®(@'f m) - @n m is a "smaller set." Namely, it will be in one-to-one correspondence

with Wm = Wm\ W; Wm = Weyl group of bm in mm © am (the m-Weyl group).

We will identify Wm with minimal length left coset representations, and in this sense

Wm" c "IV. Using such representatives, call them w/s, we can explicitly write out

the highest weights of the irreducible objects L, in category 0Fm. (They are the

unique irreducible quotients of the generalized Verma modules Fw=U(g)®p Et,

a, on E, ranging over the appropriate irreducible m„, © am-modules. This is all fully

discussed in [3].) In the end, we have parameters wtJ and w^e for Wm, as in Figures

1-4 of [3]. (The "0" superscript will play no role here, but it would only add

confusion to change the notation.) It is worth noting that w01 is always attached to F

and w0le corresponds to the irreducible generalized Verma module in 0'Fm.

With 3)K and 8dN_ m parametrized, we must understand the containment relation

among closures of K and Pm orbits on 88. Figures 1-4 of [3] are precisely these

relations for Fm-orbits: the containment relation is generated by the line segments

(see Figure 5 for SU(4,1)). The A'-orbit pictures are given in Tables 1-4 of [7].

Unfortunately, we did not include the containment relations, but these can be easily

gleaned by superimposing the K picture onto the upper half of the corresponding

Pm picture, forgetting the 77,-row. For that row (which corresponds to the discrete

series), we use Cayley transforms to generate the containment relations; e.g., see

Figure 5. Alternatively, see [9, (4.5)].

We now present the main results leading to (4.1). Remarks concerning their proofs

are given below. Also, we adhere to the notation of (2.8), to indicate levels in the

socle filtration or levels in the weight filtration.

(4.3) Proposition. If Gr = Spin(«,l), then the weight filtration of Jgeo(Cy),

y G 3)K, corresponds to the socle filtration of J (if (y)) and both are given as follows:

(i) n = 2k + 1:

J\'nm.) = ^oi'

J(^ot) = £(o,i-i)' < Lo< < ^(o,,-i)»>       2 < 1 < k,

Jy^O.k + l) = ^(O.k)* K ^O.k + l ® ^(0,*-H)e < L(ak)e.

(ii) n = 2k:

J(n0) = J{^\) = L(0,k)s'

J(*oi) = Loi © Lio.i-i)»,       2 < i < k.

(4.4) Proposition. IfGR = SU(n, 1), then the weight filtration of Jgeo(Cy), y g 3sk,

corresponds to the socle filtration ofJ(7f(y)) and both are given as follows:

(i)0<z<«-l, J(7fn) = Ln,

(ii) 1 < / < n, J(W0i) = L0i,

(iii)/(770) = L(0n/,
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(iv)/(77„) = L,„_hlf,

(v) for all remaining possible (i, j) indices,

J(*ij) = L(,-l.j-l)e < L,j < £(/-i,y-i)«,

(vi) 1 < / < n - 1,

J(*i) = L(,-l,n-09 < L(i-l.n-i+l)s © L'i,n-i)' < ^(i-l.it-i)*-

(4.5) Proposition. //Gr = Sp(«,l), f/i«j the weight filtration of Jgeo(Cy), y g ^,

corresponds to the socle filtration ofJ(Tf(y)) and both are given as follows:

(i) 1 < z < 2n, 7(770,) = L0„

(ii) J(ifn) = Lm

(iii) 7(v70) = L(0i2n)#,

(iv) /(tt„_1 n+1) = L(n_2 n)« < L„_j „+1 © L(H_li(l). < L(„_2 n)«,

(v) /or a// remaining (i, j) indices,

(vi) 7(77,,) = L(n_2]„_1)9 < L(n_! n+1)« < L(B_2i„_1)»,

(vii) 1 < i < « - 1,

A*/) = L{i-l,2H-i)* < L(,-1.2n-i + l)e ® Lii,2n-i)' < La-l,2n-i)'-

(4.6) Proposition. If Gr = F4(_20), r/zew ?/ze weight filtration of Jgeo(Cy), y ^ SiK,

corresponds to the socle filtration of J(7r(y)) and both are given as follows:

J(^0\) = L0V A ^05) = ^05'

A^oi) = LQ2,        7(t714) = L14,

J(^O-i) =   A)3> 7(*24) =   ̂ 24'

J(^0a) = L04> J{^2i) = L\A6 < L2A> ® L2i  < L148>

A*26) = Ll5e < ^26 ® ^25" < ^159>

•^(^15) = LMe < L\S < ^04«<

A^ie) = Lm6 < Li6 < ^03s<

•f(^ll) = L02e < LX1 < L02e,

/(t73) = L01« < L17« < L01«,

y(772) = L16» < L17« © L26» < L16«,

/(tt^ = L05» < L26« < L05s.

(4.7) Remark. The structure of J(if(y)) is intimately connected with the zero

n-homology of 77(y), as is computed in [7]. If J(irr(y)) is irreducible, then 77(y) has

irreducible zero n-homology; such modules are termed unique embedding modules in

[6]. If J(^(y)) has two irreducible composition factors (which only happens in the

Spin(2«,l) case), then J(7r(y)) is semisimple; this was noted in [6]. If J("rr(y)) has

three irreducible composition factors, then //0(n, 77~(y)) is two dimensional. Finally,

the case when y(77(y)) has four irreducible constituents is precisely the case when

//0(n, 77(y)) is three dimensional. These connections are all schematically codified in

Tables 1-4 of [7].
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The proofs of (4.3)-(4.6) are completely straightforward verifications—albeit

tedious—which are substantially left to the reader. We will sketch the essential ideas.

Proofs of (4.3)-(4.6): Geometric part. Replace ifu (or wk) by CtJ (or Ck) and

Lu (or Ljjt) by CWr (or Cwe) in (4.3)-(4.6), with appropriate +l's. These are

obtainable using the algorithm of §2. As an example, we will sketch the idea for

SU(4,1). All appropriate notation is contained in Figure 5. We must assume the

reader is fully familiar with computations of the sort in [24, (5.3)], T-invariant

calculations, etc. As a reference, we refer the reader to [9].

Begin with Jgeo(C01) = Cw , by (2.26). Using T-invariant conditions, we find

,        , Jgeo(Q>) = U02C«02 + a31»Q31»'

Jgeo(C03) = fl03CWo3 + a22eCwn,

for some a02, a31«, am, a22e G Z[ql/2, q~l/2]. (The point is, if a G T(77(r5)), then a is

in the T-invariant of every irreducible constituent of J (if (8)). An application of

(2.26) gives a necessary condition for Cw to occur in Jgm(Cs). The T-invariant

information is codified in Figure 5, as described in [3].) Next, computing with the

Hecke algebra formulas of [24],

(4.9) (7\ + 1) • Jgeo(C02) = (7\ + 1) ■ a02CWm + (7\ + 1) • a31*CWne

= a02Q01 + a02qCWm + a31iCWji.

On the other hand,

(4.10) ^((T, + 1) • C02) = Jgeo(C01 + qCm)

= ^geo ( 0)1) + Q Jgeo ( Q3 )

= Q01 + qav£»m + qa22»cW22(l

Combine (4.9), (4.10), and the fact that Jge0 commutes with the Hecke algebra action.

We conclude: a02 = 1, a03 = 1, and a22» = a31« = 0. This computes Jgeo(C02) and

Jgeo(C03). Similar arguments easily lead to parts (i)-(iv) of(4.4) (when n = 4).

As a more interesting case, we apply r-invariant considerations to get

(4.11) Jgeo(C1) = aCWM, + bCWi3, + dCWme,

some a,b,d g Z[q1/2,q'1/2]. Because the sets 5 ° 8 in [24, (5.1)] are singletons in the

R-rank one case, the proof of (2.15) will insure the leading term coefficients

a = b = 1. Next,

(T4 + 1) ■ J^O) = (E4 + 1) • CWmS +(T4 + 1) ■ CWue +(T4 + 1) • dCWml

= CWM+(l + q)CWi3, +dCWne,

and

Jgeo((E4 + 1) • Cj = Jgeo(CM) = CWM.

Comparing terms, we get d = — (1 + q); i.e.,

•WO) = Jgeo(<r3c,) = q-KM, + q-Ku, -(1 + q)q-3cW03,

= cWMt + cw„,-(i + q)q-v2dWm,.
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This leads to weight filtration data:

levels:        -C„oj9 < CWwS + CWi3, < -CW(at,

weights:     q~1/2 q° ql/2.

Following this same pattern of argument will succeed in all other R-rank one

cases. Observe here, the key idea is that Jgeo commutes with the J(f action! Details

are left to the reader.

Proofs of (4.3)-(4.6): Socle part. In view of (2.26), the characters of all of the

J{^{y)) are now known. Our problem is to see that the pieces fit together as

asserted. If J(Tf(y)) is irreducible or consists of two irreducible composition factors,

then [6] handles this case. Assume J(jif(y)) contains exactly three irreducible

composition factors. We know this decomposition takes the form /(77(y)) = Lw +

Lw + Lv, in the Grothendieck group. By self-duality /(77(y)) is either semisimple or

has the asserted structure. If it were semisimple, //0(n, J(<if(y))) would have

dimension three. Combining this with (1.5) and [7] yields a contradiction. Now,

consider any of the remaining cases; these 7(77(y)) have four composition factors.

Precisely, we will have J(W(y)) = LWi + L„2 + Ly + Ly, in the Grothendieck group.

To prove the assertion, it is enough (by self-duality) to show that neither Lw nor Lw

are submodules of J(77(y)). This may be gleaned from the fact that all irreducible

submodules of J(;if(y)) define the same primitive ideal (see [35]).

It is perhaps worthwhile to comment on (1.4), in the case of higher R-rank. In this

direction, we will describe two examples, each of which indicate the subtle (and

interesting) structure of J(if(y)). Proofs are left to the reader, who may distill the

necessary technical ideas from our above discussion.

The case of PSP2R. For this subsection, GR = PSP2R. We adhere to the notation

of Vogan's article in [34], in particular, A,B,...,L parametrize the standard

representations. In Figure 2, we include a picture of the K- and TV-orbit pictures,

together with a "pedestrian description" of some of the attached irreducible repre-

sentations. In (4.12), we have indicated the socle filtrations of J(A),..., J(L). We

have

(4.12) Lemma. If G = PSP2R, then the weight filtrations of Jgeo(A),..., Jgeo(L)

correspond to the socle filtrations of J (A),..., J(L), respectively. More precisely, we

have

(i) J(A) = J(D) = L2, J(E) = J(G) = L21, J(H) = J(J) = L212, J(L) = L2121,

(ii) J(B) = J(C) = Le® Le<L2® Lx® Lx<Le® Le,

(iii) J(F) = L2 < L12 © Ll2 < L2,

(iv) /(/) = L21 < L121 © L121 © Lx © L{< L21,

(v) J(K) = L212 < L2l2l © Ll2 © Ll2 < L212.

As indicated in Figure 2, the modules with irreducible Jacquet modules corre-

spond to constituents of continuations of holomorphic and antiholomorphic discrete

series; a phenomena established in generality in [6]. Next, HmR is disconnected:

\Hm/H®\ = 2. For this reason, J(( • ■ ■ )) carries an A/m-action, which is not detected
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by our discussions. More careful considerations allow one to detect these actions in

the filtrations of (4.12). For example, for the large discrete series [35] B, J(B) has

different actions on the LY components. (This fact was communicated to the second

author, some time ago, by H. Hecht.) These ideas will not be pursued here, but

further indicate the delicate structure of the Jacquet modules.

The case of SL3C. As a final example, fix GR = SL3C. In Figure 3, we indicate the

K- and TV-orbit structures. Here, we recall that the Dynkin diagram attached to G R

is of the form:

o-o o-o
a R y 8

We let IE X W act on the "basis" W of K(J?"gF), through the regular representa-

tion

{wx,w2)(w,y) = {w,w^ywil).

In  the  0'F X 0'F  category, coherent continuation is coordinatewise on  the left.
del

Consider the standard representation attached to [121, e] = 5fund. Ehen 8!und is an

irreducible fundamental series representation. Moreover, Sfund is a large representa-

tion [35]. In Figure 4, we include the weight filtration of Jgeo(8!und). This example is

our first case of Loewy length Jgeo( ■ • •) > 3. The reader is invited to find six

"Verma submodules of Jgeo(8fund)." With some effort, this weight filtration may be

shown to coincide with the socle filtration for J(8[und). Finally, notice that Jgeo(8tund)

has 44 composition factors, yet GR only has R-rank two; a sharp contrast to the fact

that ^geo(77(y)) has at most four pieces in R-rank one!

^--\ 2121

H&T  >^>I^     "v-M 212 121

J B7    v^f^'     ig \ /-^><\.r
//A       / \      A \\ 21 12

/ A./ B C \l) 1 "><"       2

1^ 1

<S> \ /

2\      /   '

e

L<=>finite dimensional representation

K<=>largest growth, not finite dimensional

A,D<=>hoIomorphic discrete series -*/v

B,C<=>nonholomorphic discrete series (large representations)

2121 <=>finite dimensional

ewirreducible Verma module

Figure 2. Orbit pictures for PSP2R
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[121,121]

/\\5 «\

[121,12] [121,21] 121 121

\      >/ A K       A s\
5     a><A    1 21    12      2i    i2

JA^^^\ |p        o|       X       |s       y I
s' ^\ 12 12

[121,1] [121,2] V   P/ \y   8/

\s     // e e

[121,e]

[121,e] = 8f = fundamental series representation

[121,121] = standard representation with finite dimensional quotient

Figure 3. Orbit pictures for SL3C

weights

L(e.=) q3'2

L(2.e)ii,L(e,2)9!L<l,e),J>L<e,l) q

L(e.e)®L(e,C)ffiL(21.c)®ke.2n®l-(12.e)«L(e.l2)®L(2,2)®kl,l)®1-(2,n®L(l,2) q1'2

Jgeo(8fund) = L(121.e)<EL(e,121)®H21,l)®l-(12,2)ffiL(l,21)®L(2,12)®L(2,e)®L(2.e)®L-(e,2)®L(e.2)®L(l.e)SI-(l,e)®L(e.I)®L(e,l) 1°

L(e,e)ffiL(e.e)ffiL(21.e)®L(c,21)®L(12,c)ffil-(e,12)ffiL(2,2)ffiI-(l,l)fflL(2,l)ffiL(l,2) q-"2

L(2.e)®We.2)ffiL-(l,e)ffiL(e,l) q"1

_L(e.e) q-3'2

Figure 4. The weight filtration for Jgeo(5fund)

5. A closing remark. Our fundamental interest in the structure of Jacquet modules

stems from the isomorphism in (1.5): Understanding the n-homology of 7?(y) can be

transferred to the problem of computing H^n, J(if(y))). Since /(77(y)) is in

category 0Fm, it is a "highest weight type module" and there is hope of extracting

n-homology information from the knowledge of its socle filtration. (If J(n(y)) is
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irreducible, i.e., J(7f(y)) = Lw, some w e W, then the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures

for g completely solve the n-homology problem; cf. [6].) The amazing fact is that

this naive philosophy succeeds in the case of R-rank one. These details will appear

elsewhere, but we will indicate an example, which illustrates the subtle nature of the

problem.

Fix GR = SU(4,1) and refer to Figure 5 for the structure of 3>K and 3>N^m. Also

recall our remarks in §4. We wish to describe //*(n, W2). Here, 772 (see Figure 5) is a

nonholomorphic discrete series representation. Recalling our minimal parabolic

Pm = mm©amffin„,, we content ourselves to compute //*(ftm,772). Since these

homology groups are semisimple mm © am-modules, Kostant's theorem and a

collapsing spectral sequence leads to //*(n, 772), in the standard way. We find, as an

m„, © am-module,

a13» © a12» © a22e, k = 0,

o03» © a12» © a21« © a02« © aue, k = 1,

(5.1) Hk(v.m,m2) = < a02« © a01« © au«, k = 2,

a01«, k = 3,

,0, *>4.

length

*6l 10 »oi
y V r/\4

s02 ftll 9 °02       Gll

7   \ /   V /\1/\

S03 /12 /21 8 <*03 °12       .°21

y \ y \ y \ /\y'^/\2

ff04 tc13 % % o^ o13 o-22        o31

7f0 TCj 7C2 7C3 TC4 6        0()4e (J139 0229        03,6

3\   /4      \  /3     \   /?
°039        ,°12e       ,°2ie

K r \ r
K-orbits on <<5(? 4 Oq26      a,j9

\   /A
3 a01e

Sq j=finite dimensional Pm-orbits on 2B

Sq,S4= holomorphic and antiholomorphic discrete series

S,,TC2,7t3= nonholomorphic discrete series

Figure 5. Orbit structures for SU(4,1)
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One can carry out similar calculations for all tt) ,, ink for all GR as considered in

(4.1). The main point is to analyze the socle filtrations of the Jacquet modules and

use the structure theory of the generalized Verma modules in [3, 20, 21]. The

problem is tractable, because the Loewy length of J(n(y)) and Vw (the generalized

Verma modules) are bounded, independent of GR in (4.1). Details appear in [9].

We close with a subtle observation. Consider (5.1) above and form the Osborne

character:

A0(772) = o"13« + 022e + fJ12« — (<Jq3« + Cf 12e + 02]» + O"02« — (Jjjd)

+ (%,» + an» + a01«) - oms

= fJ13« + (J22« — CTg3» — 0"21».

This example dramatically illustrates the massive cancellation inherent in the "Euler

sum." Also, notice that a e mm © am can occur in "adjacent homology." This

" nonvanishing" result is in sharp contrast to the Verma situation. For other " n 's",

Vogan was able to establish a vanishing condition, precluding such phenomena and

leading to the computation of those " n "-homology groups [31].

Note added in proof, (i) If G has connected Cartan subgroups, conjecture (1.4)

is true. In particular, Jgeo gives a //-module construction of the Jacquet functor, in

the weaker sense of (1.4).

(ii) For general G, a variation of (1.4) is established in [38].

Namely, we establish the existence of a computable g-filtration on /(77(y)) with

semisimple subquotients. For a precise discussion we refer the reader to [38] and

especially [38, (1.23)].
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